
Nature has been kind to Nagarkot. The place provides seclusion to the city slickers and throws them right back in nature’s comfort-
ing lap. The place has gained credits for establishing itself as the ultimate get-away from the noise pollution city folks are infested 
with. That is not all, the lush greenery, exquisite birds and flowers, the snow-capped mountains, and the naked hills enthrall 
people of every age, race, gender and geography. It is a testament to nature’s bounty. The wilderness is captivating; the “back to 
nature” call of the Romantic Era apparently fits right to “heading towards Nagarkot”. 

A fabulous and easing place for Spiritual retreat and training

Nagarkot, located 32 km east of Kathmandu. A panoramic view of 
the Kathmandu Valley. The scenic beauty of the place makes it a 
very popular hiking route for tourists and a sunrise view of the 
Himalayas including Mount Everest as well as other peaks of 
the Himalayan range of eastern Nepal. 
It is located approximately 7000 ft (2000 m) above sea level and 
28 km from Kathmandu International Airport. 
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Nagarkot commands one of the broadest views of the Himalayas in the Kathmandu valley (8 Himalayan ranges of Nepal out 
of 13 from here). The ranges include Annapurna range, Manaslu range, Ganesh himal range, Langtang range, Jugal range, Rolwaling 
range, Mahalangur range (Everest range) and Numbur range with views of the Kathmandu valley and Shivapuri National Park.



Hotel Country Villa 

8 days 7 
nights

Hotel Country Villa is strategically placed on the top of Nagarkot hill, thus o�ering 
the best view of the spectacular show upfront. It encapsulates all the elements that 
set Nagarkot apart. It showcases nature at her best, and thereby catapults its dwell-
ers to the romantic self and promises of a splendid stay.

It is only 28 km from the international airport. The hotel area is vastly spacious; it is 
spread in 2.51 acre land. It is situated at 7,200 feet from the sea level. Here, you �oat 
with the clouds and can give audience to the drama unfolding the spectacle of the 
sunrise and the sunset from very close.

Promises are not mere words when it comes to materializing the dreams people 
have with Hotel Country Villa. This is also because here nature is in alignment with 
human endeavors. Even if amidst nature bounty, modern amenities are plentiful. 
The local and the international tourists surrender themselves to the guilty pleasures 
on o�er at Country Villa. From the architecture to the interior and the delectable 
cuisines everything has been prepared to surpass people’s expectation.

Enjoy a family holiday or quality moments with friends, this holiday get-away is 
perfect for both.  The place is also ideal for hosting seminars or picnics. However, if 
your target is solitude, do not fret; the place molds itself according to your need.

Your search for holistic rejuvenation rests here. It is everything a man needs to be               
transported to a place of bliss. You need to experience it to believe it!

If heaven has an address on the earth, it is Hotel Country Villa. It is not a hyperbole; 
you need to experience it to believe it. The hotel was built in 1996. The long-standing 
establishment endeavors at facilitating unparalleled hospitality to its customers. It has 
not compromised in comfort or style. The hotel oozes luxury in every sense. This, how-
ever, does not hint at the fact that the hotel endorses only modernity but traditionalism 
also �nds house here. What more, the hotel has made an extensive use of local prod-
ucts and facilitated employment to a large number of local population. Local herbs 
�nd their way to the kitchen. And the paintings and other artifacts are in fact hand-
picked and “made in Nepal”.



Hotel Country Villa 

8 days 7 
nights

Not just the view that makes its mark at Country Villa, but the “luxury on o�er” also shares the 
spotlight. The lobby epitomizes the ultimate class; it o�ers an out-of-the-world panoramic land-
scape from all points through its �oor-to-ceiling windows. Add to it the immaculate detailing to 
perfection to suit every taste. All rooms are well furnished and spacious with pinewood paneling, 
shoe-racks, and attached  baths with 24hr Hot/Cold running water. Country Villa un�inchingly 
boasts of having the modern facilities, communication service, private verandahs, garden lounge, 
restaurant and bar serving delicious cuisine complemented with local and imported drinks, that 
is bound to soar your feeling to great heights at all times.
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At Hotel Country Villa, nature’s magni�cence is 
complemented by an array of modern-day facili-
ties.  In fact, what is delivered by the nature is 
accentuated by man’s labor. No e�ort has been 
compromised in bridging comfort and style. The 
various facilities at your disposal rejuvenate your 
tired body and exhausted mind.

Throw your working shoes, give a rest to your mind crammed with 
disparate thoughts, lie down and experience the goodness of life. 
Those who bring work here can make use of the two well-equipped 
conference halls. Work amidst nature doesn’t feel like work after all. 
Who said work and play cannot con�ate? There is also the facility of 
Wi-Fi in the hotel. The Internet keeps you updated with the outside 
world when you are lost in the bliss called nature. 

Satellite TV with international cable channels
Fully independent air conditioning in all rooms
24 hour room service
Availability of hot & cold water in all bathrooms
Bar, lounge & coffee shop with complimentary 
Wi-Fi service
Suites with mini-bar
Local excursions to the surrounding sightseeing
Meditation center, and Sauna
Two well-equipped conference halls
A badminton court & playground for children
Laundry services 
Vehicle on request

I see myself & the world 
with eyes of Love

The gateways to 
wisdom and 

knowlegde are 
always open

WHERE DOES IT COME FROM?
 “The past has no power over me.”

It is safe to look withinIt is safe to look within
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